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Abstract This chapter addresses whole-body motion planning for humanoid robots.
Taking advantage of recent progress of motion planning techniques for many de-
grees of freedom (DOF) systems, early work in humanoid motion planning started
with a two-stage approach that utilizes kinematic and geometric motion planning
to plan a rough path that is later transformed into a whole-body motion including
locomotion with a dynamic biped walking pattern generator. Subsequent progress
beyond this functional decomposition is to exploit all the DOFs for the desired task.
Whole-body motion planning was then tackled by integrating generalized inverse
kinematics that allows achieving the specified tasks by taking into account such
constraints as balance, foot positions or joint limits at the same time. Some appli-
cations are presented such as reactive planning in changing cluttered environments,
whole-body manipulation of bulky objects, and footstep planning by variable kine-
matic modeling of footholds. The effectiveness of the proposed methods have been
validated through experiments with the human-size humanoid platform HRP-2.

Key words: Humanoid, Motion Planning, Whole-body Control, Generalized In-
verse Kinematics, Manipulation, Footstep Planning

1 Introduction

This chapter outlines research work on whole-body motion planning for humanoids.
During 1990’s, sampling-based motion planning methods exhibited notable progress
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in their theory and applications [28, 4]. This approach is represented by diffus-
ing methods like Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) [15, 30] and sampling
methods like Probabilistic RoadMap (PRM) [24] and many of their variants have
been proposed. This planning technique allows dealing with many degrees of free-
dom (DOFs) by efficiently sampling configurations and searching a collision-free
path connecting them from the start to the goal. From early 2000’s [25], sampling-
based motion planning started being applied to humanoid robots whose configura-
tion space is composed joint angles and their base position usually set at the pelvis.
Research in whole-body motion planning has been enjoying a rapid growth along
with the continuous progress of sampling-based methods that has affinity with prob-
lems with many DOFs. At the same time, motion planning was used to generate the
movement of animation characters in computer graphics[9].

Early studies in humanoid motion planning started with a two-stage approach
that utilizes kinematic and geometric motion planning to plan a rough path that is
later transformed into a whole-body motion including locomotion with a dynamic
biped walking pattern generator [51]. The upper-body motion was considered as dis-
turbance for biped locomotion that is adapted to maintain the dynamic stability. This
first approach was based on functional decomposition that assigns manipulation and
locomotion to upper and lower bodies respectively [42, 9]. However, observing us
humans, when we do some tasks with hands and arms, we use our lower body to
generate smooth and efficient motions.

The subsequent progress beyond this functional decomposition is to exploit all
the DOFs for the desired task. Whole-body motion planning was then tackled by
generalized inverse kinematics [43, 33] that allows achieving the specified tasks
by taking into account such constraints as balance, foot positions or joint limits
at the same time. The main particularities of humanoid robot from the viewpoint
of inverse kinematics are the following: necessity of dynamic balancing, a floating
base frame, and changing support foot on the ground [53]. Utilization of generalized
inverse kinematics for humanoid whole-body motion planning and generation lead
to a variety of applications such as locomotion planning, manipulation and reactive
behaviors. This chapter finally presents future issues of integration of dynamics in
whole-body motion planning.

2 Humanoids Meets Planning - Walking and Manipulation

Especially after the appearance of P2 of Honda [14], biped locomotion technol-
ogy for human-size humanoids made a remarkable progress. One of the methods
for biped walking pattern generation that became a de facto standard is zero mo-
ment point (ZMP) based preview control [16]. Based on an invert pendulum model
describing the relationship between the ZMP and the Center of Mass (COM), the
control framework generates the reference velocity of the COM from the desired
footsteps that correspond to the ZMP trajectory. A biped walking motion of both
legs can then be computed using swing foot trajectory.
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Fig. 1 Two-stage motion
planning framework. Based
on kinematic and geometric
motion planning, the first
stage generates a collision-
free path that is later con-
verted into dynamic motion
in the second stage. If colli-
sions are detected the path is
sent back to the first stage.
This process is repeated un-
til a collision-free dynamic
trajectory is obtained.
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The research on this walking walking pattern generator focused on biped locomo-
tion. Next step is combination with complex upper body motions like manipulation
or collision avoidance during walking. In order to allow manipulation during lo-
comotion, a general and practical iterative two-stage planning framework has been
proposed that integrates a geometric path planner and a dynamic motion generator
[51]. In this chapter, an off-line method is presented under the assumption that the
environment is fully known in advance. Static constraints such as joint limits can
be incorporated whereas the dynamics is taken into account by the dynamic motion
generator.

The first stage generates a geometric and kinematic “path” connecting feasible
configurations, which is transformed into a “trajectory” along the time through ap-
propriate dynamic motion generators in the second stage. Dynamic effects may
cause difference between the initial path and the new trajectory. Then the output
trajectory is again verified with respect to the collision avoidance by the first stage
and reshaped if necessary. This process is iterated until a valid dynamic trajectory
is obtained as illustrated in Fig. 1.

This iterative method is inspired by a technique for key frame editing in the
context of computer animation [10]. This approach places more emphasis on the
gradual transition from the colliding trajectory by maintaining the motion timing in
constrained environments. Another feature of this approach is the practical aspect
of implementation that is advantageous for realistic simulations and experiments.
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Fig. 2 Humanoid modeled by
rectangle box with a bar. In
the first stage the geometric
and kinematic path planner
generates collision-free path
for the 9 DOF system includ-
ing robot waist (rrr, 3DOF) and
object (RRRo, 6DOF).
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2.1 First Stage: Geometric and Kinematic Path Planning

The path planner finds a geometric and kinematic collision-free path in 3D at the first
stage (upper part of Fig. 1) where the robot is modeled as a geometric bounding box
(Fig. 2). Collision-free path is planned for that box and the manipulated object. The
robot motion is expressed by the planar position and orientation of its waist rrr(x,y,θ)
(3 DOFs) and the object motion by its position and orientation RRRo(XXXo,ΘΘΘ o) (6 DOFs)
with respect to a global coordinate system Σ0. As a result, the configuration space
to be searched has 9 dimensions.

Note that any available planning method can be used for this part. In the present
humanoid motion planning, the robot path is planned with PRM using Dubins
curves composed of line segments and arcs of a circle [7] as its local method con-
necting sampled configurations. Given the configuration of the robot waist and ob-
ject, the joint angles (qqqu) of the upper-body motion are derived by using inverse
kinematics described later.

2.2 Second Stage: Dynamic Motion and Smooth Path Reshaping

In the second stage, the dynamic motion generator to transform the given path into
dynamically executable robot trajectory (lower part in Fig. 1). A dedicated dynamic
controller can be integrated depending on the application. The generated trajectory
may deviate from the planned path due to robot dynamics, which may cause unpre-
dicted collision with obstacles. Those local collisions are removed by “reshaping”
the original path back in the first stage.

First, the planned motions rrr and qqqu are given to the dynamic pattern generator
such as [16] of humanoid robots to transform the input planar path into a dynami-
cally stable biped walking motion that always maintains the ZMP inside the support
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Fig. 3 Transition of robot
configurations during the
reshaping. The colliding part
of the carried object goes
away from the obstacle by
increasing tolerance.

polygon formed by the foot (feet). Moreover, the pattern generator can combine
upper-body motion qqqu as auxiliary input to compute the mixed whole-body motion.
Finally, the dynamic whole-body humanoid motion is computed as the 6 DOF waist
position and orientation RRRw(XXXw,ΘΘΘ w) and joint angles of whole body (qqq).

If collisions are found within the upper part of the body, the following reshaping
procedure is applied. One practical implementation is to locally deform the colliding
part of the path by “growing” the obstacles for the robot to move away from the
obstacles. If the dynamically colliding local paths become blocked by the “grown”
obstacles, a replanning process is activated. After identifying the endpoints each
colliding portion, the path planner searches for another path that avoids the blocked
passage. Inverse kinematics (IK) is then applied to satisfy the constraints of the
hands at each sample of the reshaped trajectory that synchronizes the upper body
task with the lower body motion. As a result, this reshaping eliminates the collision
locally as shown in Fig. 3.

The proposed method is implemented as an off-line planner and applied to a task
of carrying a bulky object in an environment with several obstacles. Figure 4 shows
the experimental results of the planned motion.

Since the distance between the two lamps is shorter than the bar length, the bar
should pass through with an angle. At the beginning of the motion, the computed
trajectory for the bar makes the robot move to the left, then walk forward with a
certain angle to path through the gap (Fig. 4a,b). Here the motion of the upper body
of the robot is computed using a generalized inverse kinematics whose root is the
chest that is moved consequently to complete both tasks.

This example also shows that the complete 3D geometry of the object has been
exploited for collision avoidance (Fig. 4d) where the concave part of the disk and
the bar is close to the lamp.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4 Experiment of 3D collision-free motion for bar-carrying task at JRL-France

3 Whole-body Motion Planning with Generalized Inverse
Kinematics

In the previous section, the roles of lower and upper body was assigned in a distinct
manner, for walking and manipulation respectively. This idea comes from a func-
tional decomposition of virtual mannequins with redundant DOFs shown in [9].

This section takes a step forward in order to generate automatically the motion to
achieve the desired tasks through whole-body motion, by taking into account such
constraints as balance, foot positions or joint limits at the same time. Generalized
inverse kinematics technique with task priority and its extension [43, 33] is utilized
as a key tool for local whole-body motion generation.

The main particularities of humanoid robot from the viewpoint of inverse kine-
matics are the following: necessity of dynamic balancing, a floating base frame, and
changing ground support during walking. Those issues are also regarded as gener-
alized tasks and integrated in a unified framework of generalized inverse kinematics
by taking into account their priorities. We will also mention incorporation of in-
equality constraints with priorities in the same framework.

This local motion resolution based on generalized inverse kinematics is then
combined with global motion planning algorithms in order to generate the whole-
body motions to accomplished the desired tasks. The sampling-based method pre-
sented in 1 can again be used to search a global path composed of configurations
to the goal, while the generalized inverse kinematics framework generates the lo-
cal whole-body motions connecting them. Since the method is local, it can be ap-
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plied to partially known or dynamic environments together with appropriate plan-
ning techniques. Kinematic robot constraints including inequalities such as joint
limits, stability conditions, or preferred end-effector regions can also be handled in
this framework.

3.1 Task-driven Local Whole-body Motion Generation

Intensive studies have been made on whole-body motion generation to achieve given
tasks. Khatib and his colleagues have been working on dynamic motion genera-
tion for humanoid robots by using task specification in operational space approach
[41]. In their work a hierarchical controller synthesizes whole-body motion based
on prioritized behavioral primitives including postures and other tasks in a reactive
manner. Kajita et al. proposed a “resolved momentum control” to achieve speci-
fied momentum by whole-body motion [17]. Mansard et al. [31] proposed a task
sequencing scheme to achieve several tasks including walking and reaching at the
same time.

In this section, we introduce a general method for whole-body motion generation
including stepping and tasks in the workspace, such as reaching or manipulation.
Figure 5 illustrates the proposed method with an example of a reaching task [53].
Priorities are given to the target task as well as to other tasks such as the position of
COM. We employ generalized inverse kinematics to generate a whole-body motion
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Fig. 5 A general framework for task-driven whole-body motion including simultaneous reaching
and stepping [53]. If the desired tasks cannot be achieved, stepping motion is generated to increase
the workspace.
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for those tasks based on the given priorities [33]. During the motion, several con-
straints are monitored which are expressed by such measures as manipulability for
whole-body, end-effector errors from target, or joint limits.

If the task cannot be achieved because those monitored constraints are not satis-
fied, a reshaping planner of support polygon is activated automatically to increase
accessible space of the robot, keeping the inverse kinematics working to achieve
the tasks. The reshaping is performed based on geometric planning to deform the
support polygon in the direction required by the specified task. Thanks to the usage
of free-floating base, the changes in support phase can be easily integrated in the
computation. As a result, the stepping motion is generated using a biped walking
pattern generator [16] and the blended whole-body motion including the target task
is recalculated.

Let us consider a task ẋxx j with priority j in the workspace and the relationship
between the joint angle velocity q̇qq is described using Jacobian matrix, like

ẋxx j = JJJ jq̇qq. (1)

For the tasks with the first priority, using pseudo-inverse JJJ#
1, the joint angles that

achieves the task is given:

q̇qq1 = JJJ#
1ẋxx1 +(IIIn − JJJ#

1JJJ1)yyy1 (2)

where yyy1, n and IIIn are an arbitrary vector, the number of the joints and identity
matrix of dimension n respectively.

For the task with second priority ẋxx2, the joint velocities q̇qq2 is calculated as follows
[33]:

q̇qq2 = q̇qq1 + ĴJJ
#
2(ẋxx2 − JJJ2q̇qq1)+(IIIn − JJJ#

1JJJ1)(IIIn − ĴJJ
#
2ĴJJ2)yyy2

where ĴJJ2 ≡ JJJ2(IIIn − JJJ#
1JJJ1) (3)

where yyy2 is an arbitrary vector of dimension n. It can be extended to the task of jth

( j ≥ 2) priority in the following formula [1, 43].

q̇qq j = q̇qq j−1 + ĴJJ
#
j(ẋxx j − JJJ jq̇qq j−1)+NNN jyyy j (4)

NNN j ≡ NNN j−1(IIIn − ĴJJ
#
j ĴJJ j), ĴJJ j ≡ JJJ j(IIIn − ĴJJ

#
j−1ĴJJ j−1)

While the motion is being computed by the generalized IK, several properties are
monitored.

One of the important measures is the manipulability [57] defined as:

w ≡
√

det{JJJJJJT} (5)

This measure is continuously tracked during the motion generation as well as others
such as joint angle limits or end-effector errors from the target. If it becomes below
a certain value, it means that it is difficult to achieve the task.
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Joint limit constraints can be taken into account by introducing a selection diag-
onal matrix SSS = diag{S1, . . .Sn} (Si = 0 or 1 ) to be multiplied to Jacobian to select
the activated joints if the corresponding joint reaches a limit angle. The selection
matrix is IIIn if all the joints are used to achieve the task.

When one or more monitored measures go out of the admissible range to prevent
the task from being achieved, stepping motion is activated to extend the accessible
space. The main idea is to step toward by a foot toward the target position projected
on the ground. The new foot position is chosen in such a way that it maximizes
the advance towards the target position. This simple algorithm allows the humanoid
robot to make a step motion, keeping a large margin of accessible area for the task
by facing the upper body to the target direction.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 6 A whole-body grasping motion generated through task-priority generalized inverse kine-
matics [53]. Upper and lower bodies coordinate to achieve the desired grasping task while making
a step and maintaining the balance.
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Figure 6 shows the whole-body reaching motion including a step to take a ball
localized by a vision system [53]. The high priority is assigned to COM and the foot
motion to avoid falling in this example. As can be seen, the legs are used not only for
stepping but also bending to reach a lower position in a manner coordinated with the
upper body. The left arm moves backwards as the result of balancing task. Whole-
body motions for manipulation of daily-life tools [36] and also for self-collision
avoidance [47] have been implemented also based on a similar framework.

The manipulability measure of the arm during the forward reaching task is pro-
vided in Fig. 7. Without stepping, the arm approaches singular configuration where
the manipulability becomes lower than the threshold at 2.3[s] and the computation
keeping the same support polygon is discarded. The reshaping starts at this moment
to recalculate the overall whole-body motion including stepping motion. We can see
the manipulability regains higher value at the final position.

So far the generalized inverse kinematics has been applied with equality tasks,
for example reaching the end-effector to a desired position in the workspace. We
may want to achieve tasks expressed as inequalities, like avoiding some regions or
obstacles, maintaining the COM within some area, or keeping the gaze direction in
some range. The generalized inverse kinematics presented so far has been extended
to prioritized tasks represented as mixed equalities and inequalities [22, 21].

The key idea is to represent the relationship of velocity like Eq. (1) as a linear
system. Tasks that aims at achieving a local velocity is regarded as an optimization
problem. The inequality tasks can be integrated as inequalities for the quadratic
programming (QP).

At the level of priority k ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we consider linear equality AAAkxxx = bbbk and
inequality CCCkkkxxx ≤ dddk indexed with k. At each level of priority, the following opti-
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Fig. 7 Manipulability measure for reaching motion. Without stepping, the manipulability measure
decreases below the threshold. Although it also decreases for stepping motion, the manipulability
finally increases after stepping.
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mization is performed by satisfying the sets of solutions S0 . . .Sk with the system
with higher priorities, like

Sk+1 ⊆ Sk. (6)

The quadratic programming problem can be written as follows:

S0 = ℜn, (7)

Sk+1 = Arg min
x∈Sk,w∈ℜ

1
2
||AAAkxxx−bbbk||2 + 1

2
||www2||, (8)

s.t. CCCkkkxxx−www ≤ dddk. (9)

If Sk is a non-empty convex polytope, Sk+1 becomes also a non-empty convex poly-
tope that can always be represented by systems of linear equalities and inequalities.
The readers are referred to the reference [21] for details. The presented framework
is still local, but optimization can also be used to generate a global whole-body
humanoid trajectory based on certain criteria, for total example energy consumed
during the motion[49, 48]. Optimization-based trajectory generation, which is still
being studied intensively, is presented in another Chapter (??).

Figure 8 shows a task of reaching towards the object on the floor [22]. The task
with the first priority is to reach the goal, whereas the inequality constraint that
requires the robot to have the visibility of the goal (green zone) as much as possible.
At the beginning this inequality constraint is respected while it is violated until the
end of the motion when the reaching task is achieved.

3.2 Efficient Global Motion Planning for Whole-body Humanoid
Tasks

We have discussed the local whole-body motion generation for humanoid in the pre-
vious subsection. For the humanoid robot to achieve desired tasks, its motion from

Fig. 8 Reaching task with the inequality task at lower priority.
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the initial configuration to the goal should be planned appropriately. As mentioned
earlier, sampling-based motion planning methods have been frequently employed
for this purpose thanks to its capacity of coping with many DOFs.

Whereas the method presented in section 2 splits the DOFs into those of upper-
body and lower-body to assign the roles of manipulation and walking respectively,
the global motion planning here aims at exploiting all the DOFs to perform the tasks
with priorities in a more flexible and efficient manner. In addition to the particular-
ities of humanoid motion planning such as dynamic balancing, changing fixed root
joint for walking and floating base frame, one important issue to is that the goal is
often given in workspace, not in configuration space. Moreover, the goal might not
be a single position and orientation but a manifold in 6-D space. Mainly for fixed-
base or mobile manipulators, several methods have been already proposed. Weghe
et al. proposed JT-RRT[50] which interleaves growing a tree randomly and growing
a tree towards a goal using Jacobian transpose. An advantage of the method is an
analytical solution of inverse kinematics is not required. Berenson et al. proposed
IKBiRRT[3], more generalized CBiRRT2 [2] which interleaves sampling goals and
growing a tree. Dalibard et al. [5] also showed whole-body humanoid motion plan-
ning method based on RRT-Connect algorithm [26] by expanding a search tree on
the manifold constrained by the task in workspace. Another approach is to precom-
pute the reachable space in advance. Zacharias et al proposed a discrete map rep-
resentation of the robot arm’s reachable workspace with multi-dimensional correla-
tion. The whole-body configuration of the humanoid can be derived by referring the
end-effector configuration in the map. Task-specific trajectories can also be planned
by searching in the reachability map [58, 59].

We here present an efficient method for generation of whole-body reaching mo-
tion based on fast coarse planning and real-time whole-body motion execution [19].
In this work, goal configurations can be obtained by computing a configuration
which corresponds to a goal sampled from a manifold called Workspace Goal Re-
gion using inverse kinematics. The plant environment shown in Fig. 9a is employed
as an example of complex environments.

In general, time-consuming processes of the motion planning are a collision de-
tection between the robot and the environment and a projection of a sampled con-
figuration onto constrained manifolds. Since these processes are called many times
to find an initial path and optimize it, they should be done efficiently. We adopt a
collision model using sphere trees [38] and a projection that satisfies stability and
kinematic constraints by maintaining approximated COM position and computing
arm and leg configurations with analytical inverse kinematics.

While reaching the target, a humanoid robot must respect many constraints such
as feet position/orientation and COM position. Due to high redundancy, the usual
approach is to solve whole-body inverse kinematics numerically through iterative
convergence computation. It is however obvious that analytical solutions of inverse
kinematics should be used for quick planning.

The reaching task can be naturally defined by a goal position XXXe = (xe,ye,ze)
T

and orientation ΘΘΘ e = (φe,θe,ψe)
T of the end effector. To compute the corresponding

robot posture by projection, we define a configuration as follows.
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qqqgoal = [XXXT
e ΘΘΘ T

e zw ΘΘΘ T
w] (10)

This is concatenation of the end-effector position and orientation XXXe, ΘΘΘ e, the
height of the waist zw and an orientation of the waist base ΘΘΘ w = (φw,θw,ψw)

T .
A sampled qqqgoal is projected so that it does not violate the stability and kinematic
constraints, assuming that:

1. the whole mass concentrates on a point fixed to the waist at CCCOOOMMMapprox as shown
in Fig. 10.

2. the arms and legs are composed of six DOFs. This is the case of our humanoid
robot, HRP-2 [20].

First, based on this assumption 1, we can determine the waist horizontal posi-
tion easily so that CCCOOOMMMapprox does not move. This can be done by computing the

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Example of a task in complex plant environment: (a) the reaching task to manipulate the
valve (b) point cloud representation of the environment based on laser measurement.

6DOF

6DOF

COM

Fig. 10 The original kinematic chain(left) and the simplified kinematic chain used to find goal
postures(right). Some of joints are fixed and the original kinematic chain is split into four 6DOF
chains connected through the waist. Distributing masses are assumed to be concentrating on the
waist.
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waist base position XXXw from CCCOOOMMMapprox based on a fixed relative vector vvv from
CCCOOOMMMapprox to the origin of the waist link, its sampled orientation ΘΘΘ w and height zw.

Then from this waist base position, angles of the arms are computed by solving
analytical solutions of inverse kinematics using the waist position and orientation
XXXw, ΘΘΘ w and end-effector position and orientation XXXe, ΘΘΘ e. The joint angles of legs
are calculated to keep the feet positions in the same way. We have verified that the
error of approximation of COM is Within 2cm in most of the cases [18] and those
errors are compensated during the execution time.

A reaching motion is planned using RRT-Connect [26]. The initial configuration
and goals obtained by the projection are used as goals for search trees. For the
reaching motion planning as well, only analytical solution of inverse kinematics
is used to find solutions quickly. The configuration space for reaching motions is
defined as follows:

qqqplan = [qqqT
arm zw ΘΘΘ T

w] (11)

where qqqarm is an array of joint angles of an arm used to reach. While RRT-Connect
grows a tree, the horizontal position of the waist base is determined in the same
way the projection described above to keep the robot balance. Leg joint angles are
computed by solving analytical solution of inverse kinematics as well.

In addition to the one-shot motion planning [18], reactive path replanning [56,
52] is performed in case of there are (possibly unknown) moving obstacles that are
also measured as voxels or point clouds represented as sphere tree here. Assuming
that all this point information comes from sensors, we actually do not have to dis-
tinguish static and moving obstacles, but we just need to update the newly measured

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 11 Reaching motion replanned to avoid a moving obstacle in a complex environment
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region. The whole environment of 4m x 5m is represented by around 25,000 points
like Fig. 9b with the resolution of 2 cm which are modeled as spheres of radius 1
cm. The average time required for sphere-tree model reconstruction was 28.3 ms on
average with Intel(R) processor Core(TM) i7 CPU with 2.70GHz. Although an optimal
data management is preferable in case of partial changes, collision model updating
is not a bottleneck in this scale of environment.

Figure 11 shows snapshots of replanning process to a valve in a plant environ-
ment, where the obstacles are displayed as transparent for better visibility. The green
cube simulates an unknown or moving obstacle that is detected only when the robot
gets closer to the goal. A collision-free path of reaching with the left hand is first
planned as shown in Fig. 11a. When the obstacle moves downwards, new path is im-
mediately replanned by avoiding outside (Fig. 11b, c). The obstacle finally comes
upwards, which leads the replanned path to avoid underneath (Fig. 11d, e).

The whole-body motion planning described so far can be utilized for a teleoper-
ated humanoid to ensure minimum autonomy that can interpret and execute com-
mands from an operator. In this case, the operator may want to give commands with
certain abstraction level like “reach that point” or “rotate that valve”, to perform
motions like in Fig. 11, from a mobile or tablet interface from a distant place where
the operator cannot see the robot directly. In DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC)
[6], several manipulation tasks are required such as door opening, turning valves,
making a hole on the wall with tools, pushing a button and plugging a socket. The
difficulty lies in the variance of tasks whose parameters like the valve diameter or
manipulation positions are changed over time. The robot should perform measure-
ments in the world to localize and to recognize the target objects. For the AIST-
NEDO team that participated in DRC, the presented whole-body motion planning in
this section was integrated a graphical user interface (GUI) based on Choreonoid hu-
manoid simulation framework [34] to execute the manipulation tasks [35] as shown
in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 HRP-2 humanoid robot of AIST-NEDO team executing the valve turning task, and its
teleoperation GUI on Choreonoid during DARPA Robotics Challenge.
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3.3 Applications: Footstep Planning and Whole-body
Manipulation

The whole-body motion planning combining global planning and local motion gen-
eration can be extended to more complex applications including stepping and ma-
nipulation.

One extension particular to humanoid is incorporating stepping in the framework
of whole-body generalized inverse kinematics. Kanoun et al. [23] introduced an
augmented robot structure by introducing “virtual” planar links attached to a foot
that represents footsteps as illustrated in Fig. 13. This modeling makes it possible to
solve the footstep planning as a problem of inverse kinematics, and also to determine
the final whole-body configuration. Collision avoidance or balance constraints can
be integrated as inequality tasks in the whole-body motion generation introduced
as eqs. (6) - (9). After planning the footsteps, the dynamically stable whole-body
motion including walking can be computed by using the method presented earlier.

Figure 14 shows an experiment of picking up an object from the floor. The ob-
jective here is to pick up a small object lying on the ground between the feet of the
robot. A classical generalized inverse kinematic method would detect that the object
is within reach without locomotion, but the robot would fail in grasping the target
due to self-collision. By applying the proposed approach authorizing a few steps, the
required stepping is found in a seamless way. To avoid stepping on the object before
reaching for it, the footprints are constrained to avoid a virtual obstacle covering the
object.

The solution for this scenario which took 0.9s to solve on a 2.13GHz Intel(R)

Core(TM)2 CPU. The actual motion where the robot steps over the planned footprints

Fig. 13 Footstep planning modeled as a whole-body inverse kinematic problem [23]. Upper left:
footsteps are modeled by virtual serial linear and rotational joints attached at the humanoid feet so
that generalized inverse kinematics can be directly applied.
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Fig. 14 HRP-2 picking up an object lying between its feet. First a dynamic walk is planned over
the support polygons produced by the local foot placement planner, then the whole body is driven
by a reaching task while observing self-collision avoidance constraints [23].

was calculated using numerical inverse kinematics with a dynamic stepping pat-
tern generator described by [16]. The coupling between those two frameworks was
previously described by [53].

Next application is the manipulation task requiring whole-body motion, which
is one of the tasks that are appropriate for humanoid robots. A pioneering study
on whole-body manipulation by a humanoid is Harada’s research [11, 12] in mid-
2000’s. The key idea is to control the COM of the robot so that the “static balancing
point” is on the center of the foot supporting polygon. The static balancing point is
the point to which all the resistance force from both hands and gravity are applied.
At the same time, motion planning for humanoid manipulation has also started at-
tracting attention. Stilman proposed a motion planning algorithm for “Navigation
Among Movable Obstacles” [45] that allows the humanoid to reach the goal by
changing the position of movable objects, whose effectiveness has been experimen-
tally validated later [46].

In the following, we present whole-body motion planning for “pivoting” manipu-
lation that allows displacing a bulky object without lifting it, but by using the contact
with the ground. We here model the problem of 3D box pivoting as the problem of
pivoting a 2D segment around its endpoints (Fig. 15).

The motion planning algorithm we propose is a two-step approach: first, a
collision-free path is computed, and then it is iteratively approximated by a sequence
of pivoting motions.

Since we want the robot to walk either forward or backward and to avoid side-
ways steps, we adopted Reeds and Shepp curves [39], composed of arc of a circle
and straight line segments as the first collision-free path, in order to take into ac-
count the constraints of the moving direction of a humanoid. In this case we can
apply a motion planning technique for a nonholonomic vehicle [27].
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Fig. 15 Supporting edge and pivoting problem modeling. (a) The pivoting sequence is planned
using rotation of the endpoints of this edge. (b) The 3D pivoting problem is reduced to how to
displace a line segment on vertices A or B.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 16 Experimental results of pivoting manipulation. Starting from the initial position (a) with
obstacle at right-hand side, the humanoid robot manipulates the object backwards away from the
wall (b). After switching motion direction to forward (c), the robot continues to manipulate the
object to the goal position by avoiding the obstacle (d-f).
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Then the derived Reeds and Shepp curves are converted into a pivoting sequence.
Based on the result by the authors [54] demonstrating the small-time controllability
of a pivoting system, the proposed planner is proven to inherit from the probabilistic
completeness of the sampling-based motion planning method it is built on.

After the pivoting sequence of the manipulated box is generated, it should be
executed by the humanoid robot using its two arms. For this purpose we adopt the
dynamic whole-body motion generation in section 3. The task given to the whole-
body motion generator is the hand trajectory that is computed from planned box
motion.

We have conducted the experiments with the humanoid robot HRP-2 for whole-
body motion planning for pivoting of a box-shape object. The experimental results
are shown in Fig. 16 to validate the proposed method. The motion has been planned
offline with the prior knowledge of the object and environment. The humanoid robot
executes the complex pivoting manipulation with a coordinated whole-body motion
including simultaneous manipulation and foot-stepping. As can be seen, the robot
could accomplish the long pivoting sequence.

As the next step of development, we provide a humanoid robot with more flexibil-
ity in whole-body pivoting manipulation by introducing regrasp planning. The robot
releases the object when it cannot go further towards the goal position and grasp it
again to continue manipulation. We here address the regrasp planning problem for
pivoting manipulation through a roadmap-multiplexing approach [55], which is a
variant of the method proposed in [44].

Fig. 17 illustrates the overview of the planning scheme. Several grasping posi-
tions are possible for a given object position. There are two types of roadmap: the

Fig. 17 Roadmap multi-
plexing. Different manipula-
tion roadmaps are connected
by way of the regrasping
roadmap at the bottom
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first is the “manipulation roadmap” where the robot and the object move together,
and the “regrasping roadmap” where the robot moves alone between different grasp-
ing positions. As can be seen in the figure, manipulation roadmaps for different
grasping positions are interconnected via the regrasping roadmap. For instance, the
path from A to B is possible only by alternating the different grasping positions.

Figure 18 shows the result of regrasp planning. The humanoid robot HRP-2
should carry a box-share object from the initial position (Fig. 18a) to its goal
(Fig. 18h). The humanoid robot displaces the object at the entry of a narrow pas-
sage (Fig. 18b, c). Then it releases the object and walks to the other side of the
wall (Fig. 18d). By combining backward and forward manipulation, the humanoid
goes to another narrow passage (Fig. 18e, f). After another regrasping, the object is
carried to the goal position (Fig. 18g, h).

Recently Murooka et al. extended the range of whole-body manipulation tasks by
a humanoid so that it can select an appropriate way of manipulation from carrying
pushing/pulling, and pivoting according to the geometric and physical property of
the manipulated object [32].

4 Future Directions and Open Problems

In this chapter, we have introduced whole-body motion planning and generation
by efficiently combining sampling-based motion planning and generalized inverse
kinematics and dynamic walking pattern generator. We have seen that a variety of

(a) Initial position (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h) Goal position

Fig. 18 Simulation result of regrasp planning. Starting from initial position (a), the humanoid robot
makes pivoting sequences (b) first puts the object to the entry of passage (c). It leaves the object
and walks freely by combining forward and sideways walking (d) to regrasp the object on the
other side (e). Then the robot goes towards another narrow passage (f) and makes another regrasp
sequence (g) to arrive at the goal (h).
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tasks can be performed based on this approach. Next step would be to plan more dy-
namic motions. Around the year 2000, “kinodynamic motion planning” has already
been proposed where dynamic controller is integrated in sampling-based planning
[29]. In this work, the planner searches the controller output like velocity, unlike
the planning in configuration spaces. This idea has first linked to walking pattern
generator taking into account the upper body [13] to plan whole-body collision-
free motion and locomotion on rough terrain by supporting the body with the hands
contacting the environment.

Optimization-based motion generation based on sequential QP that was utilized
to solve generalize inverse kinematics with inequalities in section 3.2 is currently be-
ing intensively investigated for dynamic motion control in humanoid research field.
This method searches for the optimal sets for the sequence of QPs by minimizing
the error to the desired equality tasks in such a way that inequality ones can also be
satisfied at a desired priority. This method allows the humanoid to perform such a
task of reaching its arm towards an object on the floor without obstructing its view.

This approach based on cascaded QP can be generalized to generate whole-body
motions including dynamic equality and inequality tasks [40, 8]. In addition to in-
verse kinematics considered so far, inverse dynamics is also integrated to the task-
priority whole-body motion generation framework. By using this method, the dy-
namic balance can be addressed directly without converting the dynamic ZMP con-
straint into COM velocity via a pattern generator. This approach assumes a torque-
controlled humanoid as opposed to position controlled ones that are often the case
for platform currently used. Dynamic whole-body motion generation with various
tasks is being actively studied owing to not only recent progress of robot hardware
[37] but also increasing interests on more complex tasks including multiple contacts
presented in Chapter ??. Integration with advanced motion planning techniques with
those optimization-based dynamic motion generation is expected to be the key issue
for whole-body motion planning for coming several years.
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